
Problem 9.16 PSpice|Multisim

A 25  resistor and a 10  inductor are connected in parallel. This parallel combination is also in parallel with the
series combination of a 30  resistor and a   capacitor. These three parallel branches are driven by a
sinusoidal current source whose current is  .

Part A

Determine the impedances in .

Express your answers in complex form using
three significant figures separated by commas.

ANSWER:

Part B

Reference the voltage across the current source as a rise in the direction of the source current, and find the
phasor voltage.

Enter your answer using polar notation. Express argument in degrees.

ANSWER:

Part C

Choose the correct steady-state expression for .

ANSWER:

Ω mH
Ω 10 μF

225 sin(2500t + 60 ) A∘

 =     , , ,ZL ZR1 ZR2 ZC Ω, Ω, Ω, Ω

 =     Vo V

v(t)



−5.22 sin(2500t + 3930 )V∘

−5.22 cos(2500t + 3930 )V∘

3930 cos(2500t − 5.22 )V∘

3930 sin(2500t − 5.22 )V∘



Problem 9.18

At a given frequency , the circuits in the figures (a) and (b) have the same impedance between the terminals a,b.

Part A

Find .

Express your answer in terms of the variables ,  and .

ANSWER:

Part B

Find .

Express your answer in terms of the variables ,  and .

ANSWER:

Part C

Find the value of resistance that when connected in series will have the same impedance at 4.8  as that
of a 6  resistor connected in parallel with a 1.4  inductor.

Express your answer to four significant figures and include the appropriate units.

ANSWER:

ω

R1

ω L2 R2

 = R1

L1

ω L2 R2

 = L1

krad/s
kΩ H



Part D

Find the value of inductance that when connected in series will have the same impedance at 4.8  as that
of a 6  resistor connected in parallel with a 1.4  inductor.

Express your answer with the appropriate units.

ANSWER:

 = R1

krad/s
kΩ H

 = L1



Problem 9.24 PSpice|Multisim

Part A

For the circuit shown in , find the frequency at which
the impedance  is purely resistive. Suppose  =
400  ,  = 400  , and  = 50  .

Express your answer using three significant
figures.

ANSWER:

Part B

Find the value of  at the frequency of Part A.

Express your answer to two significant figures and include the appropriate units.

ANSWER:

Zab R
Ω L mH C μF

 =     ω rad/s

Zab

 = Zab



Problem 9.44

Use source transformations to find the Norton equivalent circuit with respect to the terminals a,b for the circuit shown in
. Suppose that  = 13  .

Part A

Find the value of .

Express your answer in complex form using three significant figures.

ANSWER:

Part B

Find the value of .

Express your answer in complex form using three significant figures.

ANSWER:

R Ω

ZN

 =     ZN Ω

IN

 =     IN A



Problem 9.58

Use the node-voltage method to find the phasor voltage  in the circuit shown in the figure when  = 12  12 .

Part A

Express the voltage in polar form.

Enter your answer using polar notation. Express argument in degrees.

ANSWER:

Part B

Express the voltage in rectangular form.

Express your answer in complex form.

ANSWER:

Vo Ig + jA

 =     Vo V

 =     Vo V

















Problem 9.24 
 

 



 
 
Zero phase at 36.566 HZ or 229 rad/s 










